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Plastics - Component
See General Information for Plastics - Component

HANNAM HI-TECH CO LTD E254672
533-10 SONGSUN-RI JANGKI-MYUN
GONGJU-SHI, CHUNGNAM 314-910 REPUBLIC OF KOREA

H D

Min. H H R T I V 4 C

Thk Flame W A Elec Mech T 9 T

Material Dsg Color mm Class I I Imp Str R 5 I

Acrylc, furnished as sheets.

HN-HE(XXX)(###) WT 0.2-0.44 V-0 - - 50 50 50 - - -

Acrylic, polymer, furnished as Rolls.

HN-1075PV GY 0.8-0.88 V-2 - - 50 50 50 - - -

HN-HE070G GY 0.73-0.79 V-2 - - 50 50 50 - - -

Acrylic, polymer, furnished as sheets.

HN-HE015FR WT 0.15-0.165 V-0 - - 50 50 50 - - -

HN-HE015FRC WT 0.15-0.165 V-2 - - 50 50 50 - - -

HN-HE150FR WT 1.5-1.65 V-0 - - 50 50 50 - - -

Acrylic, furnished as finished parts.

HN-HEFR WT 0.41-0.45 V-0 - - 50 50 50 - - -

Acrylic, furnished as sheets.

HN-HE025C, HN-HE040C

WT, GY 0.25 V-2 - - 50 50 50 - - -

0.40-0.44 V-2 - - 50 50 50

HN-HE250FR WT 2.5-2.75 V-0 - - 50 50 50 - - -

(###) - May be replaced by one, two, or three numbers or alphabet, indicating specific customer code except C, FR, FRC, G.

(XXX) - May be replaced by one, two, or three numbers, indicating specific thickness.

Marking: Company name and material designation on container, wrapper or finished part.
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The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL's
Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Certified and covered under UL's Follow-Up Service. Always look for
the Mark on the product.
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